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Responsible Lending  
Requirements & Objectives FAQs –  

Non-Electronically Lodged Broker Loans 
 
Responsible lending requires us to have detailed conversations with customers to understand their 

requirements and objectives (R&O) and financial situation, so that we can assess the suitability of a 

credit contract. Questions and declarations have been incorporated into: 

 ApplyOnline (for electronically lodged broker home loans) 

 R&O Form (for non-electronically lodged broker home loans) 

To help Brokers explore customers’ requirements and objectives and record customers’ 

responses. 

 

What is Responsible Lending? 

In order to satisfy responsible lending obligations, we need to: 

1. make reasonable inquiries about the consumer's financial situation and their requirements and objectives 

(R&O); 

2. take reasonable steps to verify the consumer's financial situation; and  

3. make an assessment as to whether the credit contract is 'not unsuitable' for the consumer (based on the 

information obtained in the first two steps).  

We also need to provide a written copy of the unsuitability assessment within a specified timeframe if the customer 

requests it. 

The purpose of the above three steps is to ensure that: 

a) the proposed credit contract meets the customer’s requirements & objectives; and 

b) the customer will be able to meet their financial obligations under the contract without substantial hardship. 

 

What R&O inquiries must be made? 

Questions and declarations have been incorporated into the R&O Form to help brokers explore the customer’s 

requirements and objectives and record the customer’s responses for non-electronically lodged broker home loans. 

The questions form part of the customer conversation, and are driven by the applicant details, including the 

customer’s date of birth and the product type requested by the customer (e.g. home loan or equity access/portfolio 

loan). 

For example, if your customer wants a home loan, you will need to ask the questions on the form about loan purpose 

and type, interest rate type (fixed, variable, combo), repayment type (principal & interest, interest only, interest in 

advance), LMI, refinancing, a bridging/relocation loan and whether the loan is for a non-real estate asset or has a 
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mixed purpose. The answers to these initial questions will determine whether further questions in each topic area 

need to be asked. 

The purpose of these inquiries is to ascertain the types of credit products which may be suitable, whether a single 

credit contract or multiple credit contracts, each for a different purpose, may be suitable and the credit amount, credit 

term and other product terms and features that may be suitable.  

 

In what lending scenarios will I need to complete the new R&O fields?  

The new R&O fields will need to be completed where a customer is seeking to borrow new funds for a mortgage, 

refinance current mortgage loans or consolidate current mortgage debt.   

Any variation that requires a loan to be re-originated will need to have the R&O completed. This includes: 

• variations to a loan, loan servicing or maintenance requests (e.g. where the customer switches from a variable 

to fixed rate post-settlement or where a loan term is extended); and 

• switches to lines of credit, which require loan re-origination (and therefore new terms and conditions). 

For pre-approvals, you should complete the R&O fields as best as possible. If the customer has changes later on, you 

must make the changes in ApplyOnline and resubmit the application following a conversation about the changes with 

the customer.  

The R&O questions and declarations do not need to be completed for:  

• guarantors; 

• credit cards, internet banking, packages, wealth and financial markets products or fees; and 

• loans for a ‘business purpose’ (note: for mixed purpose loans R&O does apply if a customer wants to apply for 

both a consumer purpose and a business purpose as part of that mixed purpose loan). 

 

Where do I find the R&O Form?  

The R&O Form can be found in the Commercial section of the St.George Group Broker Portals. 

 

How do I complete the R&O Form?  

Open the R&O Form via the Broker portal and first select the brand and enter the date of the conversation. Enter the 

Applicant name and their DOB. If there are multiple applicants to the loan, select the Add Applicant button and add 

the additional applicant. 

Selecting the Product Name is next – this selection then triggers all the required questions for that product type. Tell 

me why you are applying for this loan is where you enter the customer’s loan purpose. You can only select one 

dropdown option. If the customer has a purpose that isn’t listed in the dropdown options, select Other and provide a 

concise description. Then enter the loan term. 

The mature age questions are triggered if the customer’s age is 45 years or older.  Depending on the term of the 

loan and the customer’s planned retirement age you will need to ask how the applicant plans to pay off the loan 

once they retire (selection list or Other) and provide details around their plans to do this.  

You need to select an option for all the loan features that appear (e.g. Interest Rate type, repayment type, etc.). The 

options the customer wants here determines whether more questions and declarations are required to be discussed. 

For example, Fixed Interest rates have additional questions and declarations whereas Variable Interest rates do not. 

The loan features are answered at the application level (i.e. they do not need to be answered by each applicant).  

If the customer/s are requesting more than one home loan product, you can select Add another product and 

complete the R&O questions for the next home loan product. Similarly, if the customer does not want that product 
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anymore, simply click Remove the above product. As long as the borrower combination is the same for all the 

products, the R&O can be captured on the one R&O Form. 

The questions at the bottom of the form cover Foreseeable Changes, Special Circumstances and Arrears. These 

need to be answered individually by each applicant on the loan. 

 

How do I save the R&O Form?  

Save the form on your computer drive as a PDF file. You can make changes to the saved version at any time – it is 

wise to save different versions of the form if the customer is changing their requirements so you have a record of all 

options discussed. When you are ready to submit the form to Westpac Commercial/Westpac SME or SBG 

Commercial/SBG SME, make sure you firstly save the most recent PDF version and then select Generate PDF. By 

selecting Generate PDF, you will lock the form (i.e. you cannot make any changes to this version) and it will save a 

locked PDF version. You need to submit the locked version with your loan documentation. 

 

Can I save the R&O Form and update it when I need to?  

Yes, you can save the R&O Form as you go and update when necessary. Once you select Generate PDF on the 

R&O Form, the form will lock and you will not be able to make any more changes to that version. Before you generate 

the PDF, ensure you save the latest version of the R&O Form. If you need to make any changes to the R&O Form 

after you have generated the PDF, go back into the most recently saved version (before generating the PDF), make 

the necessary edits, including changing the Date of Conversation in the top right hand corner, and save a new 

version. It’s important the Date of Conversation is updated to reflect the most recent conversation date. 

 

What if I need to make changes to the R&O Form after I have submitted it? 

Make sure you save an unlocked version of the PDF before you select Generate PDF. Go back into the saved 

unlocked version and make the necessary changes, including changing the Date of Conversation in the top right hand 

corner, and save as a new version name. If the form is ready to be submitted back to the banker, select Generate 

PDF – this will lock the new version of the form and it will save it as a locked PDF that can be sent to the banker. 

If the customer changes their mind about the loan type, loan features or who is applying for the loan, you must update 

the R&O Form to reflect these changes. It is imperative that the R&O Form is in alignment with the loan application so 

that the loan matches the customer’s needs. Bankers will review the R&O Form for alignment and if it is not aligned 

with the loan application, the banker will send the R&O Form back to you for remediation. 

 

What does the question “Is the applicant planning to use all or part of the 
loan proceeds to buy goods?” mean? 

This purpose of the question is to highlight whether the customer is looking to use either a portion or the entire loan for 

a non-real estate purpose (e.g. buying a boat). The intention is to highlight that the goods may not hold their value for 

as long as the loan term and the customer may be paying for it beyond the good’s useful lifespan. 

 

How do I do a top up for a Westpac home loan? 

For Westpac consumer home loan top ups submitted via the Westpac Customer Contact Centre (CCC), you will need 

to complete the R&O Form as part of the loan application and then provide the form when you submit the application. 

Please ensure all sections of the form are completed correctly and with as much information as possible to ensure the 
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loan can be assessed in a timely fashion. Westpac CCC bankers will be reviewing the R&O Form for alignment to the 

loan documentation provided. If there are any discrepancies, you will be asked to update the form (this may involve 

having a subsequent conversation with the customer) and resubmit it. 

If, after loan submission, the customer changes their mind about any of the loan features that impact R&O, you will 

need to update the R&O Form and resubmit to the Westpac CCC for re-review. It is imperative that the R&O Form 

aligns with the product sold to the customer. 

Remember to first save a version of the form and then click Generate PDF at the bottom of the form (this step 

confirms that there are no errors on the form.). The form will be located on the Westpac Broker Net. If you need to 

make any changes to the form later, simply retrieve the most recent unlocked version and make the changes.  

 

What happens if the customer changes their mind about a product, feature 
or applicant? 

From 14
th
 November 2017, you must update the customer’s R&O Form with any R&O related changes (including 

adding/removing an applicant) and resubmit the updated R&O Form back to the banker for re-review – this is to 

ensure that the R&O Form is in alignment with the product/s the customer is applying for. 

Simply retrieve your saved (unlocked) R&O Form and make the necessary edits to the R&O Form, including the Date 

of Conversation in the top right hand corner. Once you are comfortable the form is ready to submit, save it and then 

select Generate PDF and save the locked version and forward it to your WBC or SBG Commercial or SME Banker 

with the other loan documentation.  

If you don’t have a saved (unlocked) version of the original R&O Form, complete a new version of the form, save and 

generate PDF to send through to the banker for re-review. 

 

How do I complete the R&O fields if there are multiple applicants?  

In the case of multiple applicants, R&O questions are answered jointly, except questions about foreseeable changes 

to circumstances, special circumstances, arrears and, if relevant, the mature age (retirement strategy) questions, 

which need to be completed for each individual applicant. Mandatory fields and declarations automatically display for 

completion. 

 

Do I need to update the R&O if I add an applicant? 

Yes - R&O fields (foreseeable changes to circumstances, special circumstances, arrears and mature age) need to be 

completed for each additional applicant. It is possible to add an additional applicant to a submitted application. Simply 

retrieve the most recent saved version of the R&O Form before it was locked and select Add Applicant under 

Applicant Details and complete the applicant questions. Make sure you save the form before generating the PDF and 

sending through to your Westpac or SBG banker.  

 

Do I need to update the R&O if I delete an applicant? 

If a secondary applicant is removed from the application before it is submitted, delete the customer from the R&O 

Form. Any corresponding R&O information specific to that customer will be removed. All other R&O information is 

relevant to the application, not the applicant. 
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When will I need to discuss retirement strategy? 

Questions about the customer’s intended retirement age will be triggered on the R&O Form where an applicant is 

aged 45 or older. 

If the customer is aged 75 or older, will reach 75 during the term of the loan or plans to retire during the term of the 

loan, you will need to ask about their strategy for repaying the loan in full/servicing the loan in retirement and 

document their response in the R&O Form.  

  

Why do I need to ask about foreseeable changes to the customer’s 
circumstances?  

Customers will be asked if they foresee any changes to their circumstances that may make it harder for them to make 

their repayments, and if so, the nature of the change(s) and expected time-frame(s) for the change(s). This is to 

ensure that we factor in these foreseeable changes when determining whether the product is “not unsuitable” and 

whether the customer will have capacity to service the loan. 

 

What happens if I don’t add enough information into any relevant R&O 
fields?  

Applications with incomplete or unclear comments will be sent back to the broker for remediation by the banker 

reviewing the R&O Form. This will result in increased rework for Brokers, further delays and a poor overall customer 

experience. 

When you submit the R&O Form with the loan documentation to Westpac Commercial/SME Banking, SBG 

Commercial/SME Banking or Westpac CCC, the banker will review the R&O Form for completeness and alignment 

with the loan documentation. This means that the R&O Form needs to be in sync with the loan application (e.g. If the 

loan term in the application is 20 years, the loan term in the R&O Form should be 20 years. If the loan application is 

for an Interest Only loan, then the R&O Form should have Interest Only selected as the repayment type and the 

relevant questions answered, etc.). 

When Other has been selected by the broker and a free text comment entered, this commentary will be reviewed by 

the banker to ensure it contains enough detail and is in alignment with the rest of the R&O Form and loan 

documentation.  

It is important that the R&O Form and loan documentation are in alignment so that the product sold meets the 

customer’s requirements and aligns to their needs. 

 

If the customer requires multiple products does each product require a 
separate R&O? 

Yes, if R&O is applicable to each product, a separate R&O will need to be completed. If the borrower combination is 

the same for all the products, the R&O can be completed on the same R&O Form by selecting Add Another Product. 

The relevant R&O questions and declarations will display when you add each new product.  

If the borrower combination is different for additional products and the additional products require R&O to be 

completed, then a separate R&O Form is required. 
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What if I submitted a home loan application prior to 14 th Nov 2017 with no 
R&O and the customer has changed their mind about their home loan 
requirements since 14th Nov 2017? 

 

If the changes are made from 14
th
 November 2017 onwards and the changes have an R&O impact, R&O is required 

for the revised loan application. In this instance, you must complete the R&O Form to document the customer’s 

changed Requirements & Objectives and submit it back to the respective Westpac/SBG channel for review. 

 

What happens where a Pre-Approval / Approval in Principle is about to 
expire?  

If there has been a material change in the customer’s circumstances and a new application will be created then you 

will need to redo the R&O as part of that subsequent conversation.  

 

Where can I get more information? 

You can access more information via the Commercial section of the St. George Group Broker Portals.  

.  
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